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Question

• We can observe exact compensation level and structure

• Does CIO compensation affect performance and,
if so, how and why?

• We can observe performance & managerial actions

• We care because many plans are underfunded
and better performance can mitigate potential
shortfalls



Why might higher compensation = higher returns?

• Possibility 1: Hiring
• Paying higher compensation allows pension plans

to attract more talented or better-connected
managers

• Potential Manifestations:
• Higher paid CIOs come from more prestigious

institutions, have more advanced degrees, etc.



• Possibility 2: Retention
• Higher pay helps keep managers from exploring

external labor market

• While high manager retention doesn’t guarantee
outperformance, low manager retention is a strong
indicator of underperformance.” – Morningstar

• Potential Manifestations:
• Managerial turnover => wholesale organizational

changes
• Distracted/disgruntled CIOs may not work as hard

Why might higher compensation = higher returns?



• Possibility 3: Incentives
• Is higher pay correlated with greater incentive-

based pay (e.g., performance-based incentives,
hazard pay)?

• Do explicit monetary incentives predict investment
performance?

• Potential Manifestations:
• Incentivized CIOs may take more risk or exert

more effort

Why might higher compensation = higher returns?



Data
• Boston College Center for Retirement Research

• 191 Public Pension Plans, 164 unique “systems”
• 2001 – 2018
• 70%+ of all plans; 95% of all pension assets

• Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to get the
investment staff’s compensation

• We have data for 154 unique plans; average of
almost 11 years of data; 1662 plan-years

• LinkedIn, Trade Publications, etc.
• Employment, education, location data



Mean 25th Pctl. Median 75th Pctl.

CIO Total Compensation $ 263,191.90 $  145,113.30 $ 207,796.50 $  319,242.60 

CIO Salary $ 237,207.90 $  141,203.90 $ 200,000.00 $  300,132.00 

CIO Bonus $   25,836.02 $                 - $                - $                 -

Compensation Statistics

• Use of bonus vs. other incentives (PPS, disincentives)

• Limitations of our data
• Off the books pay = noise or correlated with

disclosed pay?



Compensation Statistics (2018)

Mean 25th Pctl. Median 75th Pctl.

CIO Total Compensation $ 360,985.60 $  223,095.10 $ 299,521.00 $  468,010.00 

CIO Salary $ 324,692.10 $  203,420.90 $ 299,042.00 $  372,080.00 

CIO Bonus $   36,293.50 $                 - $                - $    30,095.20 

• Both compensation levels and the use of incentive
compensation increased during our sample period



Preview of Results

• Why?
• Higher paid CIOs attend more prestigious

academic institutions and are less likely to be
“poached”

• How?
• Higher paid CIOs allocate higher % of assets

and receive higher returns in Private Equity and
Real Estate

• Main Finding: Higher paid CIOs outperform



Implications
• Higher pay leads to higher performance

• Channels seem to be better hiring and better
retention

• Higher paid CIOs are more likely to receive
incentive compensation

• Incentive compensation does not seem to drive this
relation

• Way to placate political concerns about higher pay?



Do higher paid CIOs outperform 
their counterparts?

Yes! - $350,150 higher pay is associated with 
47 bps higher performance annually





How do higher CIOs generate higher returns?

1. Higher Allocations to Private Equity/Real Estate (44%)

Sample Period Asset Class 
Returns:



How do higher CIOs generate higher returns?

2. Superior Investment Selection within PE/Real Estate (38%)



How do higher CIOs generate higher returns?

3. Compensation + Good Governance



Why do higher paid managers outperform?

• Possibility 1: Higher pay helps plans hire more
talented or better-connected managers

• Hard to measure these characteristics

• We collect data on average SAT scores and
admission rates for the CIOs’ undergraduate
institutions



Do higher paying plans hire CIOs from more 
elite schools? 

Yes – Higher paying plans hire CIOs from more 
selective institutions



Why do higher paid managers outperform?

• Possibility 2: Higher pay helps retain
managers

• We collect data on CIOs’ employment from
LinkedIn, trade publications

• Manager turnover = excess portfolio turnover

• Potential manager turnover = less attention/effort



Are higher paid CIOs less likely to leave? 

Yes – CIOs in the top quartile of compensation are 
45% less likely to depart!

Moreover, realized or potential turnover = worse 
performance!

• Why do CIOs move?

• Why don’t CIOs move?



Why do higher paid managers outperform?

• Possibility 3: Higher pay is correlated with the
use of incentive compensation

• Carrot vs. stick incentives

• Little evidence of “stick” incentives – only 20 cases
in which a CIO resigned/was fired.

• All for fraud/illegal behavior/misconduct
• No relation between investment performance and

likelihood of termination



Do incentives work?

1. Masonry workers at my house

• I did a home addition in Spring 2020

• Step 2 of that process: Masonry workers laid block

• These companies are paid by job

• What do you think happened?

3 Examples:



Do incentives work?

2. U. Alabama Research Incentive Program
• $15,000 per top publication

• Publications did not have to be in the discipline
you worked in

• Journal of Finance revise rate: ~10%
• Academy of Management Journal revise rate: ~30%
• Finance article length >>> Management/Marketing article

length

• What do you think happened?



Do incentives work?

3. Glucksberg (1962) candle experiment
• Two versions in which

participants were offered
financial incentives based on
how quickly they could mount a
candle to a wall using tacks:

1. The tacks were presented
inside the box

2. The tacks were outside of the
box

• What do you think happened?



Why do higher paid managers outperform?

• The efficacy of incentives seems to depend on
the type of task and the time frame

• We create two measures of incentive
compensation:

1. Level of bonus: Did the plan pay a bonus >= 20% of the
CIO’s total compensation in the past?

2. Pay for performance sensitivity: Regress CIO compensation
on performance; PPS = 1 if coefficient is positive and
statistically significant



Does compensation structure, rather than level, 
predict performance?

No – Explicit Incentive pay does not appear to drive 
performance but there are caveats

No evidence that incentives or higher compensation 
are associated with higher risk taking



Why don’t all plans pay higher salaries?

• Main Finding: $350,150 higher salary is
associated with 47 – 60 bps higher returns

• $74.91 - $95.63 million per year

• Important to understand what determines
compensation/the frictions preventing higher pay

• Demand-side frictions (political environment)
• Supply-side frictions (family, location)



Conclusions
• Higher CIO compensation is associated with

higher investment returns
• $74.91 – 95.63 million in value per year
• How? Superior asset allocation & fund picking

• Incentive compensation appears to be used to
justify paying higher total compensation

• Channels appear to be hiring & retention
• CIOs come from more prestigious schools and are less

likely to depart


